Evidence is presented that the pair-potential model of fluids is insufficient in the critical region. In particular, data on the critical properties of Ne, N2, C~H4, C2H6, and SF6 are shown to exhibit welldefined trends in the variation of certain nonuniversal critical amplitudes with the critical temperature T, . Both the slope of the coexistence-curve diameter far from the critical point, and the deviations from linear behavior which appear closer to T" increase systematically with T"and are directly correlated with the molecular polarizability.
I. INTRODUCTION In theories of second-order phase transitions, it is often possible to describe the singular behavior of complex systems in terms of the known properties of simpler ones, but with a change of scaling variables. Such a transcription is exact in the case of decorated lattice gases, ' can hold within the context of a low-order perturbation theory, or may simply be advanced as a working hypothesis in a phenomenological approach (the "smoothness postulate" ). A well-studied case involving this change of variables is the relation of the liquid-vapor critical point of a simple Auid to the critical point of the spin--, ' Ising ferromagnet.
While symmetry considerations dictate that the scaling variables in a magnetic system described by an Ising model are the reduced temperature and magnetic field, the lack of a rigorous particle-hole symmetry in a Quid suggests that some asymptotically linear combination of reduced temperature and the shift of the chemical potential from its value on the critical isochore may be more appropriate at the liquid-vapor critical point. Certain exactly solvable lattice ' and continuum models do exhibit such "revised" ' scaling variables, but, at least in the former, it is the structure of the underlying lattice rather than the governing Hamiltonian which is responsible for the broken symmetry. In general these models provide no truly microscopic basis for an understanding of the issue of particle-hole symmetry in Auids. On the other hand, the exponent which characterizes the power-law divergence of the constant-volume specific heat at the critical point. Far away from the critical point, the lineartemperature variation described by the third term in (1) is universally observed.
In spite of intense experimental study over many years, most fluids actually seem to show no measurable deviations from analytic behavior, ' and the evidence of anomalies with the predicted exponent is weak in the case of insulating fluids such as the rare gases, and in binary mixtures. ' To date, the strongest evidence in any nonconducting fluid is found in SF6, as reported by Weiner, Langley, and Ford, ' and further analyzed by Ley-Koo and Green. ' A quantitative analysis to show the presence of a singular term of the form in Eq. (1) is difficult since the exponent 1 -0. =0.89 and is thus su%ciently close to unity to make a clear distinction between the singular and linear terms problematic. There are, in addition, corrections to scaling terms with exponents only slightly larger than unity, which become important at larger t. Given data over a wide range of reduced temperatures, it should be possible in principle to separate out the contributions of these different terms; however, the strongly divergent compressibility near the critical point introduces gravitational rounding of the transition. ' Even for a very thin fluid sample (-1 mm) Table I , where it is seen that its variation from Ne to SF6 is about a factor of 3. The corresponding increase in critical temperature is roughly an order of magnitude, consistent with the general notion that T, scales with the strength of the two-body interaction, and hence like (a~p, ) . That a~p, itself increases like T, ' means Fluid T, (K) I', (dyne/cm ) differs from the true p, by an amount bpd. Equation (8) indicates that Apd -B~/dp. +E' aH where Et =(1/N)( g(, &s;s/)I is the nearest-neighbor spin correlation of the Ising model; and the subscript "coex" means the condition HI~0 -.
It now follows that the presence of a weak singularity in the diameter arises from the mixing of energylike terms into the thermodynamic derivative which yields the density, for in Eq. (11), it is the nearest neighbor spin--spin correlation function EI which has a t ' singularity (since the H=O specific heat diverges with a power law t ).
The above discussion of magnetic systems also applies of course to the lattice-gas model of Auids 
where q is the integrated strength of the three-body poten- r', r -r') . (20) with gHs the hard-sphere three-body distribution function.
This is the direct analog of the microscopic definition of the attractive parameter a in the simple van der Waals equation (18),
where g Hs (r ) is the hard-sphere radial distribution function, taken to be a step function at the hard-core diameter O.
In the presence of the triplet interactions, it is still possible to express the critical parameters in closed form, and we write them in terms of the values which pertain when q=O, namely, 1 p, = p(x), (22) 
The constant of proportionality between the parameter x and the product o,'~p, is given in terms of the integrals in Eqs. (20) and (21) In seeking an effective potential P;~(r;~; T, p ) which preserves the thermodynamic potential, we may, for instance, keep the fugacity z =exp(tu. /k') T) fixed and vary only the potential, writing -ki) T In=(z, P, f) = -k~T In= (z, g, O) .
Denoting with a subscript 0 quantities pertaining to the "reference" system (that with only the pair potential P),
where po ' is the reference two-point distribution function. In this form, it is clear that there is an infinity of choices for the function P which will satisfy Eq. (39), for P is only defined to within a function whose integral with the twobody distribution function vanishes. The choice for P that is least arbitrary and the one for which previous results are recovered is the one for which the integrand in large parentheses is identically zero. Following Rowlinson, the effective potential is defined in the low fugac-ity iimit as a trace over all degrees of freedom which are to be eliminated (here, the presence of a third particle). We thus invoke the fundamental relations it is present, the effective potential must depend on the one-body field to which that density is conjugate, namely, the chemical potential. This tracing out of "intervening" particles is also analogous to the way in which thermodynamic field mixing enters into the penetrable-sphere models" and to the screening action of the electron gas in metals. ' With +O(z ) . (41) The effective potential is thus In the recent determination of the coexistence curves of cesium and rubidium, ' it was found that density is clearly preferred over specific volume as the order parameter. The first analysis we discuss is that of the data in the outer region which is fit by the form ture, as has been noted before. It is these linear fits which are shown as the dashed lines in Fig. 3 . Remarkably, as the critical temperature decreases, the slope of the diameter in the outer range approaches closely the van der Waals value of - ', (with the exception of the helium isotopes; see below), and there is also clearly a trend toward higher slopes with increasing T" in accord with the discussion of three-body effects in Sec. III. There, we suggested that the slope should be a linear function of the dimensionless polarizability factor a~p"and a test of this is shown in Fig. 5(a) .
The relation appears to be borne out by the data, with the dashed line a weighted least-squares fit of a linear form.
We find A i =(0.43+0.04)+(23.0+4. 6)a~p, . (47) The variation of the compressibility factor with o.~p , is shown in Fig. 5(b) , and with the exception of HD, a good linear relationship is found. The experimental value for the ratio of the two slopes in Eqs. (47) and (48) [ Fig. 7(b) ], the fit with the tt erm [ Fig. 7(a) 
